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FIG. 1. WILLIAM BARDWELL, A SMALL VILLA, OR PARSONAGE, IN THE ITALIAN STYLE. |

RON RUBIN, a graduate of Sir George Williams University (Concordia) Liberal Arts Program, is a retired, career human resources professional with multinational experience. His Toronto-based management consultancy specialized in delivery of next gen human resources strategy to global corporations and private companies. Latter years were dedicated to providing expert witness testimony to the Courts and legal community in matters related to human resources and compensation. He is currently researching a story regarding James Matthew Whyte’s life in Scotland, Jamaica, and Hamilton and his unheralded accomplishments, which include the 1836 building of a secondary, limestone residence on Murray Street in Hamilton, which the Hamilton Spectator has called a “gem.”

Barton Lodge, even in ruins, was long a landmark on the edge of the Niagara Escarpment above Hamilton, Ontario—on the “Mountain brow” in local parlance. Built in 1835 for James Matthew Whyte [c. 1788-1843], an emigrant from Scotland by way of Jamaica, the Lodge remained in the extended Whyte family until its destruction by fire in 1930. The ruins stood until the land was redeveloped as a subdivision in the 1950s. By no measure as grand as Dundurn, the Hamilton residence of Allan Napier MacNab, which was also finished in 1835, the Lodge displayed a similar appreciation for the picturesque in architecture and landscape. That Lodge and Castle should possess similarities was not surprising, since, as the late Stephen A. Otto suggested in his monograph on Dundurn, the same architect, Robert C. Wetherell [1805-1845], probably designed both. This article adds to Otto’s argument.

Like MacNab, his business associate, James Matthew Whyte was a gentleman capitalist. A younger son of the Scottish gentry, Whyte had managed and then acquired his father’s Jamaican slave plantations, and became one of the island’s major plantation attorneys, or managers. With wealth accumulated from the exploitation of enslaved labour working the land, Whyte found new investments in Upper Canada, principally in banking, but also in land and transportation promotions. His country house, Barton Lodge, with its picturesque affects, alluded to an older agrarian landscape, one very different from the West Indian estates from which he prospered or the Upper Canadian
frontier that he and other gentlemen capitalists sought to colonize.

What follows first considers the theories of picturesque architecture that were debated—and followed by people of Whyte’s class—at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth centuries, as well as the interpretations that scholars have more recently given to them. Then a brief biography of James Matthew Whyte places his experiences within the legacies of British slave-ownership. The largest section of the article argues for the attribution of Barton Lodge to Wetherell, adapted from a pattern book design of London architect William Bardwell [1795-1890], and discusses the features of picturesque architecture manifested in the building.

Barton Lodge possessed both architectural and social significance. In her article on John George Howard, Jessica Mace has proposed that Holland House, built or remodelled in the Gothic style from 1831 to 1833, was the first residence in Upper Canada to manifest the “associative desire,” that is a building specifically intended to allude to other situations and times to provoke memories and connections in the consciousness of its beholder. A few years later, Barton Lodge called up associations with the Italian countryside, appearing as the sort of small villa on a hilltop that an English or Scottish gentleman might have seen during his grand tour. The Lodge was also among the first—if not the first—moderately sized Italian villa in North America. Janet Wright believed that Bellevue, built in Kingston in 1843 and later home to John A. Macdonald, was “the first true Italianate villa built in Canada.” Noting the prior construction of Dundurn, Jennifer McKendry amended Bellevue’s designation and offered it as “the first modestly sized Italian villa with tower in Canada.” American authorities have proposed John Notman’s Riverside (also referred to as Doane House) in Burlington, New Jersey, as the first Italianate building in the United States (built 1837-1839). Both Dundurn and Barton Lodge pre-dated these other Italianate examples and established Wetherell as probably the earliest architect in British North America, if not North America, working in that style.

More important than “a first” is Barton Lodge’s example of how Wetherell worked, taking inspiration from a pattern book, presenting variations to his client, and then seeing his adaptation built in stone and stucco. Wetherell’s changes to William Bardwell’s design were of two sorts. First, the Lodge’s site differed from that imagined by Bardwell and required alterations to the location and arrangement of domestic space. Second, elements of the building—the tower, the roof, the foundation—were simplified, probably for reasons of economy. The finished product remained consistent with Bardwell’s design and fully in keeping with the picturesque ideals that had been well articulated and publicized over the previous four decades.

THEORIES AND INTERPRETATIONS OF THE PICTURESQUE

“‘Picturesque’ architecture, as the name implies,” Alan Gowans offered, “was inspired by pictures.” Seventeenth-century European painters—especially Claude Lorrain, Salvator Rosa, Gaspard Dughet, and Nicolas Poussin—wanted their landscapes to stir the emotions of viewers. “Their [paintings’] thrill derived in part from pleasing visual combinations of spaces, colors, textures, and ornament; and part from a variety of pleasing nostalgic sentiments derived from associated ideas of every sort—literary, patriotic, religious.” From the mid-seventeenth century, the English embraced picturesque visual arts, landscaping, and finally architecture. According to David Watkin, picturesque views appealed to a society interested in nature, art, and especially travel, and represented the triumph of illusion and make-believe through which landscapes and the buildings in them, like paintings, were made to stir associations with other places, experiences, and images. Rather than any single style, the picturesque became understood as an aesthetics, or a way of seeing, an affect that showed informed refinement and connoisseurship. The Picturesque became “the English vision” and “the universal mode of perception for the educated class.”

Scholars generally have agreed that in his travelogues, the Rev. William Gilpin [1724-1804] first applied “picturesque” to a natural rather than a painted landscape. However, a consideration of architecture within landscape and the characteristics that made it picturesque was introduced by wealthy landowners and amateur landscape designers Uvedale Price [1747-1829] and Richard Payne Knight [1750-1825]. In his 1794 Essay on the Picturesque as Compared with the Sublime and the Beautiful, Price argued the Picturesque was a quality inherent in the objects being observed and represented an aesthetic category between Beauty and the Sublime, as Edmund Burke had conceived of them. Unlike the Beautiful, the Picturesque presented the authenticity of roughness and irregularity; unlike the Sublime, the Picturesque lacked greatness, possessed boundaries, and could be light and playful, provoking thought and reflection. Knight rejected the Picturesque as an aesthetic category. Instead, he argued that the things viewed as picturesque were subjective reactions...
to objects that provoked associations with previous experiences. The pleasure of something “painterly” depended upon the cultivated familiarity with paintings and the associations they provoked. Thus, only connoisseurs with ideas and experiences could fully enjoy the associations that the picturesque object provoked.12

If the objective form did not in and of itself determine picturesque effects, then any architectural style could be picturesque.17 Indeed, Price disputed whether the purity that his contemporaries attached to specific style ever existed in practice and he preferred a mix and combination of styles that displayed buildings as products of history.18 Humphry Repton [1758-1818] thought that the landscape suggested architectural style: vertical Gothic towers complemented rounded trees, while horizontal, classical lines suited tall trees.19

Repton, on his own and for a time in partnership with architect John Nash [1752-1835], offered clients picturesque designs integrating buildings and grounds.20 This approach, according to Macarthur, expressed Repton’s belief that picturesque design should declare his clients’ appropriation of space, and hence their success. Repton wrote: “Every individual who possesses anything, whether it be mental endowment, or power, or property, obtains respect in proportion as his possessions are known.”21 Educated spectators recognized picturesque elements in landscape and building design and appreciated their owner’s connoisseurship and imprint upon the land. Like Raymond Williams, Macarthur argued that appropriation of land for landscapes also severed the land from its productive functions, which constituted its economic value, and as parkland rather than farmland, it showed the owner’s ability to forego production in favour of aesthetic experience.22

Ann Bermingham argued that picturesque landscapes and architecture created “an illusionary account of the real landscape” that distracted from the profound changes affecting rural society. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the landowning class transformed agriculture, engrossing large tracts of land, introducing new crops, changing livestock breeding, and deploying new technologies and practices to increase agricultural production; in the process agriculture changed from a “labor-intensive to a capital-intensive pursuit.” She claimed that although the picturesque celebrated the old order—by depicting a pastoral, pre-enclosed landscape—some of its features—class snobbery, the distancing of the spectator from the picturesque object, and the aestheticization of rural poverty—suggest that at a deeper level the picturesque endorsed the results of agricultural industrialization.23

The apparent disinterest in the productive value of one’s own landed property, recognizable to all those with cultivated taste, demonstrated an independence of mind that qualified the landowner to act politically in the interest of the nation. Drawing on John Barrell’s discussion of the eighteenth-century concept of the “republic of taste,” Macarthur contended that “the ability to judge art, or more precisely, to have judgements of art that can be displayed and negotiated, was thought to require the same faculty as political judgement.”24 The picturesque reconstruction of nature and the buildings within it thus became a means for social and political elites to constitute themselves.

In British North America, as Janet Wright explained, the elites and those genteel British immigrants—government officials, professionals, businessmen, men and women with some means, and numerous ex-military officers—who aspired to become an elite, arrived with an appreciation of the picturesque.25 Colin M. Coates has explained in his study of one such family in Lower Canada that immigrants...
to British North America, as in other settler and planter colonies of the British Empire, tried to recreate familiar landscapes of the homes they had left. As Tony Hughes-d’Aeth has argued, ever since Gilpin’s eighteenth-century travelogues, the picturesque offered travel writers touring the colonies an aesthetics by which to interpret unfamiliar landscapes. Too wild, too sublime, was intimidating; too beautiful, too ordered, impossible in lands new to the European gaze. According to Marylin J. McKay, “painterly” views, for example as captured in Robert Whale’s views over Hamilton from the Niagara Escarpment in the 1850s, civilized the land and brought it comfortably within the understanding of European colonizers. Yet, the picturesque associations were not necessarily accurate transcriptions of the British homeland. Some genteel Upper Canadian colonizers, as Janet Wright has reminded us, recognized more general colonial settings in some landscapes and architectural features, such as the verandah, which they associated more with Africa, India, or the West Indies than England.

As a transportable aesthetics, the picturesque preserved memories of home untainted with social tensions, idealizing what had been left behind and forgetting the social forces that in many cases had made emigrants redundant and encouraged their own departure. Requiring a familiarity with aesthetic ideas and a collection of experiences to support associations, picturesque architecture marked the connoisseurship of its owners and their pretensions to leadership.

**JAMES MATTHEW WHYTE**

James Matthew Whyte was one such immigrant. Moderately successful by colonial standards, his wealth would not have distinguished him had he returned to Scotland from Jamaica. In Upper Canada, he could expect greater prominence and opportunity. He arrived in Hamilton in the summer of 1834 from Jamaica by way of New York City. With the abolition of slavery coming into effect that year, Whyte had sold his few remaining slaves and wound up his business as attorney, or manager, for several large plantations in the eastern part of Jamaica. In his forty-sixth year, the “expatriate old bachelor,” as he described himself, was ready for new challenges.

Born about 1788 in Old Cumnock, Ayr, Scotland, Whyte was the youngest of three sons, and third of four children of James Whyte and Esther Craufurd. James Whyte of Newmains, County Ayr, and later of Upper Stroquhan, County Dumfries, owned several properties in Ayrshire, Dumfries, and North Lanarkshire, as well as three plantations and slaves in Jamaica. James Matthew’s eldest brothers, Thomas and John, had been born in Jamaica in 1781 and 1782, while their parents had managed their Cave Bottom, Craig Head, and Windhill estates in the Blue Mountain Division of the Parish of St. Thomas-in-the-East. A few years later, the Whytes returned to Scotland, unenthusiastic about their experiences and, in 1786, were more than willing to advise a young Robbie Burns about taking a position on a plantation in Jamaica.

Neither wealthy nor straitened, the Whytes lived a comfortable, if indebted life. Their social and financial standing enabled their daughter to marry well. In 1808, Janet Esther married her distant relation, William Houison Craufurd, heir to the estates of Craufurdland and Braehead, laird of which he became in 1823. As the youngest son of well-connected but minor gentry, James Matthew’s future was less easily secured than his sister’s. He must have enjoyed a sound education since he later held positions requiring a sophisticated literacy and his very large library attested to a love of books. As for other younger sons of the gentry, military service attracted Whyte. In 1806, he became a lieutenant in the 1st King’s Dragoon Guards and a captain in 1812. Three years later he resigned his commission, missing his unit’s distinction at the Battle of Waterloo.

Returning to civilian life, James Matthew Whyte was indebted to his father for the sum of £3200. His eldest brother, Thomas, would inherit their family’s Scottish property. However, James Matthew had some expectation of inheriting part of the Jamaican properties under the terms of his father’s testament disposition of 1814, and so took on the management of his father’s Jamaican estates, Windhill, Craighead, and Cave Bottom in the Parish of St. Thomas-in-the-East. He arrived in Jamaica in late 1815 or no later than early 1816, since he was appointed captain in the Blue Mountain Troop of the Surrey Regiment of Horse, a militia unit, on March 2, 1816. As well, in 1816 he was appointed a magistrate for the Precinct of St. Thomas-in-the-East and St. David.

Inheritance considerations complicated ownership of the three estates. In 1814, James Whyte had planned to convey Windhill to Thomas and Craighead and Cave Bottom to John and James Matthew. The properties were encumbered, however, with debt and, in 1817, the elder Whyte changed his mind. He now would leave Windhill to John and James Whyte and leave Thomas the balance realized from the sale of Craighead and Cave Bottom after his debts had been cleared. In 1820, the *Jamaica Almanac* listed James Matthew as sole owner of Cave Bottom and joint owner of Windhill with John. By 1828, James Matthew paid £1825 to creditors of his father’s estate and gained...
clear titles to Cave Bottom and Windhill. The Whyte estates were not large individually, but together Windhill, Craighead, and Cave Bottom worked 215 enslaved people when James Matthew took over their management in 1816.28 Over the next dozen years, Whyte sold off almost half of the enslaved workers. Sometime after 1830—perhaps after the rebellion of enslaved people in 1831-1832, perhaps in anticipation of the abolition of slavery—Whyte sold his estates and remaining enslaved workers, except for several servants.

As well as a slave owner, James Matthew Whyte was an attorney for absentee plantation owners. Not a lawyer, the so-called attorney held power of attorney, that is, legal authority to administer the assets and manage the estates of his clients. The day-to-day operations were left to an overseer, while the attorney, who hired the overseer, attended to the planning of production, buying and selling of assets (including the enslaved), marketing of crops, paying obligations, and a myriad of commercial and industrial considerations. Historian B.W. Higman has argued convincingly that the managerial responsibilities and skills of the attorney were much more complex than those of estate managers in Great Britain and the scale of productions and operations under his authority exceeded all but the largest British manufacturing enterprises well into the nineteenth century. Whyte’s practice ranked among the largest in Jamaica. Among the two hundred attorneys in 1832, his eight estates ranked him twenty-second and the 1978 enslaved persons under his authority were more than the enslaved of all but sixteen attorneys.29

According to the database of Legacies of British Slave-ownership, between 1820 and 1832 Whyte was attorney or receiver for seventeen estates. His was a specialized and well-connected business. With just one exception, all of the properties were estates of deceased owners. Only one was the estate of an owner living in Jamaica at the time of death, the rest were English residents, and all were complicated with bequests and debt encumbrances, in some cases involving prominent firms, families, and individuals.40 An attorney in Whyte’s position needed to hold the confidence of individuals with often differing interests and he seems to have succeeded. His largest client, acquired in 1820, was the estate of Thomas Hercey Barritt (d. 1817), which comprised five properties and over a thousand enslaved people in 1832.41 Rather than the heirs, Whyte was really working for the London banking firm of Reid, Irving and Co., which held a mortgage of £38,000 against the properties. His other major client, from or perhaps before 1829, was the estate of John Inglis of Mark Lane (d. 1822), which in 1832 consisted of three plantations and 390 enslaved persons. Inglis was partner with Edward Ellice in Inglis, Ellice and Co., a major trading, slave-owning, and mortgage company in the West Indies, as well as suppliers to Montreal fur-trading companies, before failing in 1823. Two of the estate’s trustees, John Deacon and Charles Campbell, were partners in the resilient London banking firm of Williams, Deacon, Labouchere and Co.42 Connections to London banking favoured Whyte later when he arrived in Upper Canada.

The major attorneys, administering substantial assets and owning property themselves, like Whyte, were prominent within the Jamaican elite, often enjoying a higher status than resident plantation owners, whose continuing presence in the colony could connote failure and late development in some minds.43 Of necessity they also were inextricably involved in the operation of a coercive system of enslavement. As Trevor Burnard declared, “planters were violent people . . . The large integrated plantation was born in violence.”44 Whyte typified the way that managerial control of capital translated into the political, judicial, and military power needed to protect capital.

Whyte held civil appointments as magistrate and judge of assizes.45 In 1824, he was appointed to the seven-member Legislative Council by the Governor, William Montague, Duke of Manchester. That he was believed to be useful in that capacity is significant. As the British debate over the abolition of slavery intensified, the Jamaican Legislative Assembly vigorously defended the plantation system and often disagreed with the governors, the British Parliament, and the Colonial Office. As Higman has explained, governors tried to moderate the Assembly’s influence with appointments of sympathetic attorneys to the Council, who with their connections to influential absentee owners and creditors in Britain could provide different perspectives on the economy and governing policy.46 For Whyte, being an Honourable Councillor afforded another way to become useful to the financial interests supporting the imperial economy.

Even if attorneys like Whyte did not administer violence personally, they did exercise institutional control that violently enslaved, disciplined, and punished people of African descent.47 Enrolled in the militia, like all white males, Whyte advanced in the Surrey Regiment of Horse from captain in 1816 to major in 1823, and later lieutenant-colonel.48 Whyte probably saw active service during the slave rebellion of 1831-1832. The uprising broke out and was concentrated in the western end of the island, but fears among the planters in the east and strikes
by enslaved workers in St. Thomas-in-the-East and Manchineal resulted in all militia units there being called out to patrol.49 After the revolt’s suppression, attorneys-militiamen who were magistrates were in a position to exact vengeance for damages and humiliation. Losses in St. Thomas-in-the-East were second lowest on the island, but still courts martial and the civil courts held seventeen trials and ordered the execution of three of the enslaved.50

The abolition of slavery, legislated by the British Parliament in 1833 and implemented in 1834 with compensation to owners and a transitional apprenticeship period for the formerly enslaved, gave Whyte the chance to leave Jamaica. By 1834, he owned just three enslaved personal servants whom he sold in April 1834 to Mary Hamilton for the nominal sum of ten shillings.51 Hamilton had a special relationship with Whyte. When he left Jamaica, he conveyed a life interest in his house in Morant Bay, for her to live in and to hold in trust for his “reputed son,” John Whyte, who was identified in baptismal records in 1823 as a mixed race. With the compensation of £158 13s 2d that she received in 1836 for the freedom of seven enslaved people, Hamilton had some assets, although Whyte may have settled additional income on her to look after his son. He did remember John in his will, giving him 200 acres in Harwich Township, Upper Canada, 20 shares in the Gore Bank, and £300 cash.52 Having settled his family affairs, Whyte left Jamaica and entered the Port of New York on June 13, 1834.53

Whyte chose Hamilton, Upper Canada, for his new home. Even before his departure from Jamaica, he had started investing in land in Upper Canada, in Cayuga, and in Harwich Township.54 He must have made connections and used a local agent whose judgement he trusted. Was it Allan Napier MacNab? The Harwich purchase had been a grant to a veteran of the War of 1812, John M. Bates, who lived in Saltfleet Township and with whom MacNab was surely familiar. Soon after his arrival in Hamilton, Whyte became MacNab’s business associate. Not only did he buy Hamilton lots from MacNab, he also invested in several of the same companies in which MacNab took positions, including the London and Gore Railway, the Grand River Navigation Company, and most notably the Gore Bank.

The promotion of the Gore Bank had begun the year before Whyte’s arrival in Hamilton, but he soon became fully committed to it. In September 1836, he chaired a meeting for interested investors to open the stock subscription books, and in November, he and Hamilton merchant Colin C. Ferrie were authorized to apportion stock and organize the election of the first board. Whyte himself subscribed for 40 shares, valued at £500.55 Elected to the bank’s first board in 1836, he was chosen president by the other directors in preference to Ferrie. He served until 1839. The presidency required Whyte’s daily attention, for which he received a salary of £300 a year.56 Besides the financial and administrative skills, developed through years of managing very large slave plantations, an important contribution was his ability to secure supportive relations with other financial institutions and investors. The Bank of Upper Canada gave up its agency in Hamilton and sold its local notes to the new bank; its manager, Andrew Steven, became the Gore’s cashier. As well, for a time the Bank of Upper Canada acted, at the Gore’s request, as a clearing house for notes drawn on Upper Canadian banks. Whyte enjoyed the confidence of the Bank of Upper Canada’s president, William Proudfoot, and its cashier, Thomas G. Ridout, and exercised their proxies as investors in the Gore Bank.57 Most important were his good relations with London bankers, Reid, Irving, and Co., with whom he had dealt when a Jamaican attorney. That bank remained the London correspondent for the Gore because of its confidence in Whyte.58

Associated as he was with MacNab, Whyte achieved less success in holding together rival local factions competing for the bank’s discounting of notes. The mercantile faction, led by Ferrie, objected to the preference given to MacNab and attempted unsuccessfully in 1838 to force Whyte out of the presidency. Dissension among directors, in public, in the press, and in the courts, grew over the following year, such that the mercantile faction elected a majority of the directors at the 1839 annual meeting. Re-elected, Whyte declined to serve as president and resigned from the board.59 The new board and its president, Colin C. Ferrie, proved no more immune to charges of preferential dealing than the previous. In 1842, rumours about the bank’s stability resulted in Whyte serving on a shareholders’ committee tasked with drafting recommendations for changes to the bank’s charter that would prevent the excessive indebtedness of board members.60 Nothing more than discord came from the affray, but Whyte did reduce his investment in the Gore Bank to £100 by the time of his death in 1843.

Whyte’s Gore Bank shares were only a small part of his substantial estate. He held almost £2000 in shares and unclaimed dividends of the Bank of Upper Canada, as well £320 in shares of the British American Fire and Life Assurance Co., and over £1000 in personal notes from various individuals. In addition to these financial holdings totalling approximately £3400, Whyte owned considerable real estate. Besides his property in
Jamaica, he owned his town and country residences in Hamilton with attached lands, and land in Harwich Township and Picton, Upper Canada.\textsuperscript{61} Like many others, several on a much grander scale, James Matthew Whyte had accumulated his wealth in the slave plantation economy of the West Indies and transplanted it to new opportunities in a new place while still participating in the transatlantic economy.\textsuperscript{62}

**BARTON LODGE**

Not long after arriving in Hamilton in the summer of 1834, Whyte began looking for land upon which to build his residence. No doubt impressed, as others were, by MacNab’s Dundurn, he too sought a site with a view. Dundurn already occupied the ideal picturesque location, on Burlington Heights at the west end of the bay, high enough to look over the wharves and port activity of the growing town, but still low enough to have the view framed by the wooded shores nearby and the escarpment in the distance.\textsuperscript{63}

Below the escarpment, any place would also have been below Dundurn, but no one had yet developed a spot on the edge of the Niagara Escarpment, to the south of Hamilton. That it was less accessible and less visible from a distance than Dundurn did not bother Whyte, who perhaps appreciated the privacy. True, the expanse of the view, extending across the horizon, was too grand by picturesque standards. Both Richard Payne Knight and the Rev. William Gilpin discounted the picturesque possibilities of “Ontario’s endless coast . . . [and] boundless water,” although the latter did consider its sublime possibilities.\textsuperscript{64} Still, in extent and spectacle the views from the mountain brow were equal or superior to those from Burlington Heights, if somewhat lacking in the subtlety appreciated by the picturesque.

Whyte decided upon part of lot 18 in concession 4 of Barton Township, 30 acres in all, which was considered the appropriate extent at the time for a landscape garden.\textsuperscript{65} Others had taken some interest in the land that drew his attention. The original 100-acre farm lot had changed hands several times since its patent and had already been severed twice. William Tewksbury had purchased 20 acres in 1812 and Harmaunus Smith had purchased just less than 10 acres in 1820. The price that Whyte paid in December 1834—£200 for Tewksbury’s tract and £50 for Smith’s—suggests that they had done little to improve the property. Perhaps they appreciated the view and had plans that never materialized.\textsuperscript{66} Whyte purchased their two-part lots in December 1834.\textsuperscript{67} Shortly thereafter, he bought from Peter Hess additional land in lot 17, less than an acre, that gave him access to a pathway descending the escarpment into Hamilton.\textsuperscript{68}

Construction on Barton Lodge began in 1835 and was probably finished by the end of the year or early in the next. Thomas Rolph, in his 1836 account of travels in the West Indies, the United States, and Upper Canada, remarked on Whyte’s “fine stone mansion . . . surrounded by an excellent and extensive park fence, and embracing most comprehensive views of the lake, Burlington canal, Toronto harbour, and a splendid woodland valley beneath [it].” The Lodge might not have been completed when Rolph observed it, since in final form stucco covered its stone.\textsuperscript{69}

In the absence of any attribution of the plan by patron or client, stylistic similarities and contextual factors between Barton Lodge and Dundurn build the case for the same architect. Stephen A. Otto, in his study of Robert Wetherell and Dundurn, has offered that Barton Lodge was “almost certainly from Wetherell’s hand, judging from its appearance.”\textsuperscript{70} The two buildings possessed similarities—their Italianate towers, bracketed eaves, rounded windows, and stuccoed exterior. Whyte also belonged to the social elite that patronized Wetherell and recommended his services. His commission from Allan Napier MacNab for Dundurn, completed in 1835, gave his practice a particular cachet, which was enhanced by the acceptance of his 1835 design for Anglican Christ Church, the building committee of which MacNab was a member. Otto suggested that in 1836-1837 Wetherell designed another small, two-storied picturesque villa in Toronto for Attorney General Robert Jameson. Like Whyte, Jameson had recently arrived from the West Indies and was acquainted with both Rolph and MacNab. As well, Otto identified the suburban villa of Colin Campbell Ferrie, an ambitious merchant and Whyte’s associate on the Gore Bank’s board, as another Wetherell project.\textsuperscript{71} Whyte was part of a social network of prominent Upper Canadians who were aware of Wetherell’s talents and patronized him.

Furthermore, Wetherell was one of the few local architects—if not the only one—with the knowledge and experience that are evident in the Lodge’s design. He had studied and been employed in London before emigrating. In Otto’s opinion, he possessed “a better training than that received by all but a few architects in 19\textsuperscript{th} century Canada.” As a result, he was aware of the architectural trends and tastes that appealed to the gentry. In an 1835 letter seeking government commissions, he stated that MacNab could confirm “that I possess abundant matériel for design, in the most elaborate and costly
Architectural engravings, books and published designs, treatises etc."

He definitely would have been familiar with John Claudius Loudon’s recently published *Encyclopaedia of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture* (1833), which had been consciously prepared, according to historian Helen Long, to popularize the work of architects for “men of wealth.” As well, in her consideration of Toronto architect John George Howard, who drew upon designs in Loudon’s book, Jessica Mace has suggested that “it is easy to imagine that this comprehensive volume would have been appealing for an architect working at such a remote distance from the motherland.” In Loudon, Wetherell found inspiration for Barton Lodge.

For the Lodge, Wetherell adapted a villa plan from Loudon’s book that had been drafted by London architect William Bardwell (fig. 1). The villa was a paradigm for the ideology that James Matthew Whyte exemplified. In the country, but not of it, the villa was designed for its owner’s enjoyment and relaxation, not his work. As Loudon described a villa, a portion of the land, that surrounding the house, “is laid out as a pleasure-ground . . . with a view to recreation and enjoyment, more than profit.” In the city, its owner accumulated the monetary surpluses to indulge the possession of land that was non-productive but nonetheless required labour for its development and maintenance. The owner, according to Loudon, “should be a man of some wealth, and either possess taste himself, or have sense enough to call to his assistance the taste and judgement of others, who profess to practice this branch of the art of design.”

In Wetherell, Whyte found such a man of taste, and in Bardwell, he found a reference. Bardwell, described by architectural historian Christopher Webster as “a minor but interesting architect,” gained some recognition from the early 1830s through the 1850s as an urban planner and housing reformer, unsuccessful competitor for the design of the Houses of Parliament, and architect of the Norman Revivalist Glenstal Castle in County Limerick. Whyte likely knew little about Bardwell, but Wetherell surely would have and might well have kept Whyte informed about the activities of the Lodge’s designer.

Currently in the collections of Dundurn National Historical Site is a watercolour painting of Barton Lodge in its park land, a painting which Wetherell might have presented to Whyte to illustrate his adaptation of Bardwell (fig. 2). From the late eighteenth century, illustrations that placed villas and cottages in their landscape grew in popularity because they helped potential clients see their future residence in its setting. The picturesque aesthetics appreciated not just the architecture but also its place in the environment and, as David Watkin explained, architects increasingly presented their ideas in paintings in order to save the expense of constructing models. The painting of Barton Lodge, as was the fashion with other picturesque representations of buildings and their grounds, presented an angled, rather than a head-on illustration of the façade.

Otto speculated that Wetherell had prepared such a rendering of Dundurn for MacNab, to which some minor changes were made thereafter in the construction. Differences in the details of the Lodge as painted and as shown in a photograph from the 1880s suggest the watercolour was painted before construction (fig. 3). The differences between the two are minor and of the sort that an artist would have had no reason to make if working en plein air. The window to the left of the front door is rounded in the painting, but square when built. Above this window, on the second storey, a single double-hung sash replaced the double windows, perhaps casements, in the painting. Similarly, instead of a double window, over the front door was a single double-hung sash. The tower as built had a horizontal string course under the windows, rather than separate sills under each window as in the painting. As well, the rounded tower windows as built lacked the detailed frame and arch shown in the painting and as a result did...
The biggest difference between the painting and photograph is that the watercolour does not portray the extension on the right side of the building. Where the main part of the building meets that extension, the roof line in the painting suggests a gable end, whereas, when built, that end had a hipped roof. The pitch of the roof as built was lower than in the painting and more in keeping with Uvedale Price’s preference for low sloping or flat roof. The base of the extension’s façade is visible but trees strategically block most of the view. This part of the building departed significantly from Bardwell’s plan. The site, so close to the escarpment edge, may not have allowed the extension to be as long as Bardwell had intended and Wetherell might have left its details for discussion with Whyte, thinking there was no point in designing further if Whyte were to object to the main features of the villa.

If Wetherell were indeed the artist, his painting promoted the villa’s setting and the cultural values it expressed as much as the architectural details. The Lodge was shown in a picturesque setting, in parkland at some distance from the foreground. The untended and wilder vegetation of the escarpment edge, on the left of the painting, and the more densely wooded areas in the extreme background contrasted with the slightly undulating lawns, which were groomed by the flock of sheep, humorously perhaps given pride of place in the foreground. (Perhaps the artist was aware of Price’s ambivalence to sheep. He found them not particularly picturesque, certainly less so than cows or deer, but he did appreciate how the pathways they wore into the ground and holes they dug added interest to the park.) Wetherell inserted figures in his picture in order to give a sense of scale and proportion. The figures are informal and relaxed. In the foreground are two labourers, apparently in uniforms. Their red coats and black hats have a military appearance, a humorous allusion perhaps to Whyte’s cavalry service. Instead of rifles, one carries a shovel on his shoulder, the other a pail. Have they been cleaning up after the sheep—perhaps a joke at the expense of the British army (fig. 4)? In the mid-ground, approaching the Lodge, the master, dressed casually, is shown returning from hunting, with his rifle on his shoulder, and accompanied by his two
loyal dogs (fig. 5). The Lodge seems the perfect gentleman’s villa, informal, and an escape from another life.

The portrait of the proposed Lodge, in Bardwell’s description, “a small villa, or parsonage, in the Italian style,” was suitably picturesque to communicate this ideal. Price, Knight, and Repton had not preferred any particular style for picturesque effect, but in his *Encyclopedia*, Loudon enthused about “the beau ideal of the Italian style of villa.” Loudon’s description of the Italianate relied heavily on Gilbert Laing Meason’s 1828 book, *On the Landscape Architecture of Great Painters of Italy*. Meason has been credited with coining the term “landscape architecture.” As historian Joseph Disponzio has explained, Meason’s understanding of the term differed from the meaning later attached to it by “professionals,” such as Frederick Law Olmstead and Calvert Vaux. For Meason, the term referred to the appreciation of architecture in, and as a part of the landscape. In his book he explored in greater depth the characteristics of the architecture in Italian art than Price and others had done. He pointed out the “incidental architecture” in the paintings of Raphael, Titian, Michelangelo, and others—those country residences with irregular profiles that added detail and interest to background areas. Of no particular stylistic period, their asymmetrical and irregular shapes have been “fortuitously formed by additions . . . as suited the convenience or habitats of the owners.” “No petty ornaments” detracted from the simplicity of light and shadow that decorated the façade as the sun illuminated some areas, while “sudden and unconnected” projections darkened other surfaces. The irregularities and unevenness in the façades and roof lines afforded contemporary architects almost endless possibilities to display their “genius” in reproducing “picturesque effect.” According to Christopher Hussey, “with Meason we come as close as we ever do to a picturesque style.”

Meason, like others before him, found authority for the merits of irregularities in Joshua Reynolds’s “Thirteenth Discourse on Art [1786],” which he quoted on the first page of his book.

Architects [may] . . . take advantage sometimes . . . of the use of accidents; to follow when they lead, and to improve them, rather than always trust to a regular plan. It often happens that additions have been made to houses at various times, for use or pleasure. As such buildings depart from regularity, they now and then acquire something of scenery by this accident, which I should think might not unsuccessfully be adopted by an architect in an original plan.

Loudon believed the Italian style expressed “painter-like effects” and so demanded a more talented architect than other styles. Its appreciation, he claimed following Knight, required patrons of “more cultivated taste” who could engage their imaginations and associate their building with personal experiences in Italy or with their familiarity with Italian art. Their satisfaction with their residence’s style would grow and be sustained by its contrast with other buildings in their area, especially if they lived in “scarcely peopled countries, surrounded by primeval forests or wastes.” The setting then was important to the affect: sited on an elevation and viewed from below, as in an Italian painting, was preferred. Barton Lodge on the edge of the Niagara Escarpment met the standard.

Bardwell had thought that the villa would be best situated “on a gentle eminence, in the neighbourhood of a small village,” from which its front façade would have been visible (fig. 6). Barton Lodge’s site required some reorientation of that plan. The best views of lake, woods, and village from the escarpment promontory required that the house be so close to...
the edge that little room was left for a drive. Wetherell therefore reversed Bardwell’s siting so that the Lodge faced away from the town and fronted instead onto a park, while the back and side overlooked Hamilton and Lake Ontario. A photograph from 1899 shows just how close the rear open terrace was to the edge of the escarpment (fig. 7).

The best photograph extant of Barton Lodge, from the 1880s perhaps, was taken from almost exactly the same angle and projection as Loudon’s illustration (fig. 3). The Lodge differed from Bardwell’s plan in several ways, none of which concealed the inspiration that Wetherell took from the pattern book. That the Lodge was derived from Bardwell is clear. The front façade is a true copy, with the asymmetrical placement of windows—three narrow windows to the right of the entry porch, arched on the ground floor and squared on the second, are not matched by the broader and squared windows to the left, while on the watchtower the three slender windows are arched. Loudon explained the effect: “The Italian manner of placing windows close together in series, and, alternating with these large blank space without any openings produces a result which, in building, may, to a certain extent, be considered analogous to the effect of light and dark in painting.” The front entry appears to be about the same in size, proportions, and details. Exposed rafters on the entry repeated the pattern of the eaves, though spaced more closely, and supported a low parapet, which enclosed a small space under a window and provided an allusion to a balcony. The head of the front door frame was an exposed rustic stone arch, visually supported by a raised band of stone—detailing too fine for Loudon’s illustration, although the arch closely resembles another figure in his book.

The side of the Lodge differed from the illustration in Loudon. The watchtower in the illustration extends by a small distance of a foot or so beyond the side wall, whereas the Lodge’s watchtower was flush with that side wall. Lost in the Lodge’s iteration is the illusion that the tower is a separate component from ground to roof, but the change simplified construction of the foundation and roof and probably saved some money. Without the protrusion of the tower, a third window was added to the second floor and the verandah was extended across the width of the house. In order to frame views—both from the outside into the valley below and from the inside through the verandah and beyond—all three representations of the Lodge show the verandah with trellised columns, a decorative touch that Repton immodestly claimed to have popularized. (Price enthused about climbing plants, which had “so much beauty arising either from their flowers,
their foliage, or from their loose and flexible manner of growing.\textsuperscript{97} The window added to the end wall disturbed the symmetry of the illustration in which the door to the terrace and window beside it had been matched by two windows on the second floor. Both Wetherell and Bardwell did follow Meason’s guidance in setting the proportions of the tower: its elevation and dimensions should be suited to proper and useful rooms. Price would have approved of “its simple unvaried, unornamental state, [which] always strikes and pleases the eye.”\textsuperscript{98}

As well, in the plan, the rear corner of the building and the roof—on the left when entering from the front—were rounded, as was the drawing room inside (fig. 8). As built, the corner and roof of the Lodge were square (as was the drawing room inside, presumably), no doubt for reasons of economy. Wetherell also simplified Bardwell’s design for the chimneys on the roof. The latter offered chimneys with round chimney pots resting on plinths. Square cornices were intended to encourage swallows to nest under their shelter. At first, in his watercolour, Wetherell proposed wide chimneys with arched openings between square flues, as preferred by Price.\textsuperscript{99} As built, the chimneys were rectangular with narrow cornices, built of what appears to be brick or stone, stuccoed over with deep ornamental grooves to mark the flues. The picturesque effect remained, however, and the Lodge’s simpler chimneys still did “rise boldly,” as Loudon recommended.\textsuperscript{100}

The projecting roof provided shade for the upper storey. As revealed in a photograph of the Lodge in ruins, cantilevered ceiling joists with simply detailed exposed ends supported the roof rafters and offered an unadorned bracketing,\textsuperscript{101} which was more obviously a structural part of the roof than the decorative cornices that became fashionable in mid-century designs (fig. 9). For shade, second storey windows were positioned high, close under the eaves, another feature of the Italian style, according to Loudon.\textsuperscript{102} Bardwell anticipated the villa would need additional shade and showed an awning over the ground floor window by the entrance. Barton Lodge lacked an awning there, but appears to have had awnings on the second floor windows of the same sort as illustrated in Loudon’s book.

The inward-opening casement windows on the ground floor were protected by shutters that opened outward. On the second floor, double-hung windows and awnings did not permit outward-opening shutters and so the shutters were inside and opened inward. Loudon associated inward-opening windows with the Italian style: they let in so much air, but double-hung sashes, he conceded, were more appropriate, if stylistically incompatible and somewhat \textit{déclassé}, in
colder climates.\textsuperscript{103} About shutters, Loudon had mixed feelings as well. They should preferably open inward and have an ornamental effect, but, if economy and climate required outward opening shutters they should be painted to blend in with the façade rather than to stand out in a different colour. He would not have approved of the Lodge’s shutters.\textsuperscript{104}

Wetherell simplified the rear of the Lodge. In Bardwell’s drawing, the drawing-room with rounded exterior end corners had extended to the rear of the building, probably by several feet beyond the façade of the breakfast room. The corner thus created was filled with an enclosed porch. Midway up the stairs, at the landing where the stairs turned, the balcony also provided space for a toilet. The rear wall of the Lodge as built was straight, with no protrusion from the drawing room, no porch, and no extended domestic service space. Again, the changes probably saved construction costs and were more suitable to the site.

Wetherell departed substantially from Bardwell in designing the extension. Rather than setting it back from the front façade, he extended it several feet in front of the façade, and rather than a hipped roof, he gave it a flat roof, a change that greatly simplified construction and saved expense.\textsuperscript{105} As in Bardwell’s plan, the extension suggested age, a villa that had grown as its inhabitants’ needs had changed. Even though the photographs of the Lodge postdated its construction by decades, both components of the Lodge probably were built at the same time. Had the extension not been part of the original construction, the villa would have had no kitchen, scullery, servants’ quarters, and other space necessary for its domestic functioning.\textsuperscript{106} Wetherell also simplified the foundation. In Bardwell’s floor plan, the interior arrangement of space (as in Knight’s Downton Castle) did not correspond to what one would expect from outward appearance: from the outside, the two sections of the building appeared separate, while inside the space was integrated with the kitchen and scullery extending into the main section. Wetherell’s adaptation simplified the foundation, by replacing its right-angled corner with a straight bearing wall that fully separated the two parts of the building. (The bearing wall can be seen on the right-hand side of the photograph of the Lodge in ruins.) To compensate for any loss of space resulting from these changes, as shown in a photograph taken from below the Lodge, Wetherell made the extension wider, thus altering the proportions of the extension to the main section as viewed from the front. As well, a small one-storey addition, set back from the front and back façades, appears on the side of the extension, probably providing a service entrance. Another structure, almost at the top of the escarpment’s rise, might have been a stable, while farther from the Lodge there appears to have been a wooden barn (fig. 7).

The configuration of front windows in the main part of the building suggests that Wetherell retained much of Bardwell’s floor plan for the ground floor of the main section. Since, as Loudon explained, guests could expect to wait a few minutes before being received, the enclosed front entry offered shelter and gave way to a reception hall.\textsuperscript{107} From there, a visitor with business to discuss might be received by the master in his study and, as Loudon recommended, not intrude on the interior living and entertaining spaces.\textsuperscript{108} The reception hall led to a passageway connecting to the drawing room, dining room, and breakfast room, and to the staircase to the second floor. The extent of entry, hall, passages, and staircase was consistent with Loudon’s ideal of the Italianate: “There is, no doubt, a good deal of room occupied by porches, hall, staircase, and central passage: but extension, and not concentration, is a characteristic of the Italian style.”\textsuperscript{110} That the Lodge had both a dining room and a breakfast room distinguished between spaces reserved for formal and informal activities. Loudon did not consider separate rooms for different meals necessary, except for very large houses, which Barton Lodge was not.\textsuperscript{110} But the smaller and more intimate breakfast room—in Bardwell’s design measuring 14 by 11.5 feet compared with the larger dining room of 24 by 15 feet—did mark sophistication and an association of comfort with informality.\textsuperscript{111}

The layout of the bedrooms on the second floor is unknown, although their doorways probably opened on to a gallery around the stairwell. They would probably have been separated by a doorway from the servants’ quarters on the floor above the kitchen. Another staircase within the tower led to the observatory at the top of the tower.

Rather than offering Whyte his own design, Robert C. Wetherell adapted a plan of William Bardwell that had been published in J.C. Loudon’s Encyclopaedia. Whyte was the sort of client whom Loudon had hoped to inspire, someone wanting to make a statement about both their success and their good taste. Barton Lodge was inspired by the aesthetics of the picturesque and was intended to call to mind the more settled landscapes and architecture of Europe that James Matthew Whyte had left behind.

CONCLUSION

On James Matthew Whyte’s death in 1843, Barton Lodge and the rest of his estate passed to his brother, John Lionel Whyte. The latter’s heirs retained ownership of the property after the Lodge was...
an escarpment overlooking the lake and the orchards and gardens that their gardeners and labourers tended. Parkland effects suggested a landscape more completely destroyed by fire in 1930. Canada. After almost two decades in the tropics, extracting wealth from the labour of enslaved workers, Whyte could enjoy a landscape in which the relations of rural production remained undisclosed. The gardeners and labourers tended parkland and the orchards and gardens that their employer cultivated out of interest and curiosity rather than pursuit of profit.

In Whyte, Robert Wetherell served another client who aspired to membership in the Upper Canadian elite. As for his other contracts, Wetherell provided an Italianate design, this one based on William Bardwell’s plan and adapted to its setting. The modest Italian villa on an escarpment overlooking the lake and wooded valley, broken by an ambitious village, contributed to a cultural landscape of colonization.
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